NASCA Analyst and Toyota SEMA MC, Rutledge Wood, is a self-proclaimed Supra fanatic who also owns a MKIV Supra. Toyota partnered with Wood to develop a 2020 GR Supra for a SEMA Show build-off with Ed Laukes, GVP-Toyota Division Marketing. Wood was thrilled to work with Toyota and Rick Leos of LL17 Motorsports again, presenting his vision for the ultimate Supra, incorporating aesthetics and performance into one amazing machine. He could hardly contain his excitement to work on this dream build, which the team dubbed, “GR Supra HyperBoost Edition”.

They designed a 20-piece wide-body kit that gives this hyper-boosted machine more aggressive body lines with broad shoulders. This kit is manufactured from strong and lightweight carbon-fiber composites. KW V3 adjustable coil-over suspension drops the widened chassis over a set of custom 20-inch Litespeed wheels. These wheels rely on Continental ExtremeContact Sport tires to provide traction, giving the HyperBoost extra grip and a menacing stance.

Under the hood, this aptly named project features a custom turbo kit by Boost Logic. The tubular manifold feeds exhaust gases into a Boost Logic BL Supra 750 Package turbocharger to generate boost pressure. Boost Logic also fashioned a downpipe to direct spent gases from the turbine to the rear of the chassis by way of a custom titanium exhaust system. Once calibrated with more fuel and air, the HyperBoost Edition produced more than double the factory output, generating 750-plus horsepower.

**LEAD BUILDER:** Rick Leos, LL17 Motorsports  
**DESIGN/STYLING:** LL17 Motorsports  
**MECHANIC/FABRICATORS:** Zohair Jaffery, Boost Logic  
**BODYWORK (AERO, SPLITTER AND WING):** LL17 Motorsports 20-piece Carbon-fiber Wide-body Kit  
**PAINTER:** Quality Autobody North  
**COLOR:** PPG Paint, TRD Cement Grey 1H5 Envirobake  
**ENGINE:** 2,998cc DOHC 24-valve In-line 6-cylinder Engine, Twin-scroll Single-turbocharger  
**_HORSEPOWER:** 750+ Horsepower  
**ENGINE TUNING:** Boost Logic  
**AIR INTAKE:** Boost Logic BL Supra 750 Package  
**TURBO:** Boost Logic BL Supra 750 Package  
**DOWNPIPE:** Boost Logic  
**EXHAUST:** Boost Logic Formula Series Titanium Exhaust System  
**SUSPENSION:** KW Automotive V3 Adjustable Coil-over Suspension  
**BRAKES:** Brembo Big Brake Kit  
(Front: M6 Calipers/380x34mm 2-piece Rotors)  
**WHEELS:** Litespeed Racing Custom 3-piece Wheels with Carbon-fiber Barrel  
(Front: 20x10-inch, Rear: 20x12-inch)  
**TIRES:** Continental ExtremeContact Sport Tires  
(Front: 285/30R20, Rear: 335/30R20)  
**INTERIOR:** Custom Carbon Fiber Trim